
 

 

 
Security has never been this close. 

Introducing the new customisable CISA RX Cylinder with instant key duplication  
at CISA Red eXpert Centers. 

 
 

RX is the latest CISA cylinder that combines top-notch security performance with the convenience of local key 
duplication at authorised Red eXpert Centers. This solution shares the patented Radial System technology with the 
recently launched RS5 cylinder by CISA but caters to the needs of those who prefer to rely on a trusted local center 
for tailor-made solutions and real-time authorised duplications. 
 
As explained by Giuseppe Pozzi, Cylinder & Key Platform Leader at CISA, "The RX cylinder marks a significant 
milestone in the evolution of CISA cylinders as it fulfils the needs of the modern-day consumer in one complete 
package: maximum security, real-time control, and accessible solutions. Mechanically, the cylinder's 5-row 
encryption system with 16 radially arranged carbonitrided steel pins makes it extremely resistant and has earned it 
SKG*** certification against the most advanced burglary and tampering techniques. 
 
The key is protected by patents against cloning and counterfeiting and is shielded against attempts at fraudulent 
duplication through the SECURiCARD platform, which ensures key security. By activating their account, customers 
can monitor the history of their operations, receive SMS/email notifications for each duplication request, enable 
two-step verification with OTP codes, and request digitized duplications. Accessing these services is as simple as 
scanning the QR code on the SECURiCARD, activating the account, and gaining real-time control over every 
activity from their smartphone, preventing any unauthorised duplications. This extra layer of protection also 
benefits the operators, as all operations are traceable and easily identifiable. 
 
However, what truly sets this solution apart is the new patented modular system, offering dual advantages: 
significantly enhanced strength (+60% against tearing and +700 kg against extraction) and the ability to create 
any cylinder size ranging from 30-30 to 100-100 with 5 mm increments on each side directly at the Red eXpert 
Center. This way, the Red eXpert can recommend and provide tailor-made solutions for every customer. Real-time 
key duplication, ensured by the CISA server, is exclusively available at Red eXpert Centers." 
 
Welcome to a new era of security, welcome to CISA Red eXpert. 
 
CISA, a brand of Allegion, is one of Europe’s leading providers of security and access control systems. Since its 
foundation in 1926, it plays a primary role in satisfying the security requirements of any type of building with 
dedicated electro-mechanical solutions, which enable real-time access control and management. Whether it’s 
residential homes or business centers, schools or health and hospitality facilities, safety is our main concern. For 
more, visit cisa.com 
 
 
About Allegion 

https://www.cisa.com/en/index.html


 

 

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in seamless access, with leading brands like CISA®, Interflex®, LCN®, Schlage®, 

SimonsVoss® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on security around the door and adjacent areas, Allegion secures people and 

assets with a range of solutions for homes, businesses, schools and institutions. For more, visit allegion.com 

 
 
  

https://www.allegion.com/corp/en/index.html

